Prezi Lesson Plan
Topic:

Story sequencing and memorization

Target Audience:
Standards:

1st and 2nd grade
Standard 1: Facilitate and Inspire Student Learning and Creativity,
and Standard 2: Design and Develop Digital Age Learning
Experience
After choosing one of the class' "Five Finger Stories," students will
be able to create a Prezi presentation incorporating all 5 steps of
their chosen story.
Multiple computers with the Prezi application (possibly a computer
lab)
‐First, as a whole class, create a few different "Five Finger Stories."
These stories must have 5 distinct parts, one part for each finger on
your hand. When the class recites the first part of the story,
everyone holds on to their thumb. When the second part is said,
everyone switches to their index finger, and so on. Practice having
different students recite one of the stories for the class, making sure
they grab the corresponding finger to parts 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. This will
help them with sequencing parts of stories and memorization.
Examples of possible "Five Finger Stories" could be the 5 steps in
making a snowman, or a day at the amusement park.
‐Once everyone feels comfortable with the memorization process,
have the students go to Prezi on a computer. They will choose one of
the "Five Finger Stories" created by the class, and will place it into a
Prezi presentation. Their Prezi's should have 5 distinct parts, just
like their 5 fingers!
There must be enough computers for each student to create a story.

Objectives:
Material/ Time
Required:
Scope and Sequence

Supplementary
Materials:
Evaluation:

Referrence:

When evaluating their Prezi presentations, check to see if the
students used one of the stories from class. Pictures and text should
be incorporated. Also, make sure they were able to keep a
condensed story in 5 parts!
Kari Shaw, 1st grade teacher at Indian Prairie Elementary School in
Crystal Lake, IL

